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“Moving Towards a New UnitedTheme:
Nations” was topical theme for
UfP’s successful 2018 UN Symposium held at Hilton London
Euston on 29th October attended by a large gathering. UfP
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‘Our world is beset
with 40 conflicts
with violence costing $14.6 trillion per year, grassroots peace
campaigners were more vital than ever.’ Event chair Rita
Payne, President Emeritus Commonwealth Journalists Association and UfP Vice President, said, ‘Warmongers dominate the
headlines – peace seems to be fading.’ Voices of civil society in
many countries being suppressed by authoritarian leaders.

“Building Citizen Power for Change”

this Theme. [Details – see UfP Website]
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World peace is not a utopian dream. It can be realised by overcoming forces of destruction, violence and warmongering.
Uniting for Peace, incorporating Action for UN Renewal and World Disarmament Campaign, is a civil society organisation
helping to do just that.
Chair: Vijay Mehta * Co-ordinator: Rev. Brian Cooper
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Editorial – Global Problems Need Global Solutions
UfP 6 April Spring Conference theme sums up the current crisis facing the
global future. Overarching challenges from climate change, gross inequality, to nuclear threat, arms trade, migration and others, know no frontiers;
conflicts involving major powers in Yemen, Syria and Afghanistan are
unresolved. President's Trump's competitive nationalism and blatant
anti-internationalism, President Bolsonaro of Brazil's climate change
irresponsibility, UK's diminished status due to Brexit, France's domestic
instability, EU's weakness due to Brexit, Central European illiberalism and
Eurozone crisis - all mean the will for and structures of global cooperation
are gravely at risk just when so urgently needed. This lack of effective
cooperation is deplorable and dangerous. Unexpectedly, China has
emerged as leading pro-internationalist state.
What can the Peace Movement do? 2018 saw UfP stress the UN and reforms
needed for it to tackle the global issues. In UK we must press HM

Government to strengthen the UN, adopt a UN-centred foreign policy, and
work for effective multilateralism. Hypocritical actions, like arming Saudi
Arabia while lamenting its terrible humanitarian crisis, must cease. Peace
NGOs must step up pressure for Trident replacement abolition [now also
urged by some right-wing figures on financial grounds]. UK should stop
dangerously provocative NATO manoeuvres on Russia's borders, de-escalate tensions and strive for renewed East-West dialogue. It should also
activate the Commonwealth's potential as a global peace-builder.
Please participate in our Spring Conference on Saturday 6th April 2019 at
Wesley’s Chapel, 49 City Road, London EC1Y 1U from 10:30am to 11:45
AGM and 12:00pm to 5:00pm conference to examine these themes in
depth.
Vijay Mehta (UfP Chair) and Brian Cooper (UfP Co-Ordinator)

Leena Patel: An Undeniable Impact
Leena Patel, CEO of Global Impact Systems and founder of Sandbox2Boardroom.com, is a dynamic trailblazer who does not let the status quo
inhibit her abilities to step into her power. Her company works to enable
businesses to become market leaders through designing, streamlining,
and executing on innovation initiatives. Within Global Impact Systems,
Leena focuses on empowering the people she works with, believing them
to be her greatest assets.
“One must balance a confident commanding presence with the sensitivity
to be attuned to others. It is an interesting dynamic,” You have to find a way
to bridge the gap, to soften up and acknowledge that people have
challenges in the workplace.”
Through keynotes, consulting, and strategy days, Leena trains business
leaders to become key persons of influence.
Leena traces her Leena own self-confidence back to her childhood, where
she had a strong influence: her grandfather, a direct disciple of Gandhi. He
encouraged her to “stand up for what [she believes] in, even if it means
changing the status quo.” Leena gravitated towards his message and has
never let the traditional paths define or confine her.
Leena believes that what appears as an inhibitor can become a driver for
action. Her impact is undeniable but she continues to endeavour for more
– “Success is a never-ending journey, a combination of doing what you love
and serving others. My vision is to see one hundred women within the
Fortune 500 in CEO roles by 2025. That means we’ve got to keep banging
the drum for change.”

She says: “[Women of colour] do not have the same privileges that other
women or men have. However, our history, our story, and our experiences
have given us so much inner strength and tenacity. And we are blessed to
live at a time where there are platforms like Colour Magazine for us to share
our stories. Women should take advantage of these opportunities to
remind themselves that we are all in this together.”
Leena Patel is a committee member of Uniting for Peace.
Interview by Victoria Awkward

Continued from front page- London Event Probes UN's Prospects
power rivalries prevent peace in Syria and Yemen, Israel-Palestine conflict festers with no just solution for Palestinians in
prospect. US trade war on China and sanctions against Iran
damaged the world economy.’

Rev. Brian Cooper, UfP Churches and Inter-Faith Secretary, on
the UN and the World Religions reiterated his key Edinburgh
themes, especially global faith bodies support for UN humanitarian actions and global responsibilities beyond national
borders.

‘All this argued for urgent restoration of the authority of UN as
world’s leading and most representative forum for global
conflict and peace building, and reforms for it to achieve its as
yet unfulfilled original goal ‘To Save Succeeding Generations
from the Scourge of War.’ There are hopeful signs as the new
Secretary General Antonio Guterres is doing excellent work in
the field of elimination of big power aggression and reassertion of international law, dialogue and diplomacy and reduction of weapons.’

The Open Forum heard calls for cessation of UK arms sales to
Saudi Arabia and to end war in Yemen, a global movement for
global governance, reform of UN Peacekeeping, greater
awareness of Democratic Republic of Congo crisis, meeting
problems of globalisation to reverse the rise of far right, and
urgency of new Marshall Plan to tackle root causes of
migration.

Report by Rosemary Addington and Rev. Brian Cooper
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Book Review – America’s Liberal Delusions
Post-1945 USA intervened over 30 times from Latin America and Africa to
Middle East and Pacific Asia, staging CIA coups, subverting progressive
regimes, and backing right-wing dictators, making democratic declarations while really making the world safe for anti-communism and US
capitalism. Post Cold War regime change wars in Afghanistan, Iraq and
Libya and the anti-Russian coup in Ukraine, continued such interventionism for global supremacy, under pretext of exporting liberalism. Since
9/11, USA has been at war 7 times, costing over $5 trillion and 480,000
people killed (Watson Institute, Brown University).

deems this latter - arising from post 1991 unipolar supremacy supposedly
advancing both US interests and democracy, a tragic failure. USA has
become a highly militarised state fighting wars that undermine peace,
harmony, human rights and threatens liberal values (in USA). The author
neglects the Neo-Con’s agenda of projecting military power to secure
resources and markets but correctly urges a more restrained foreign policy
based on national interests, realpolitik checks and balances, dialogue with
competing powers. President Trump’s quirky rhetoric echoes some of this,
but sanctions and trade wars are his new interventionism.

Chicago politics professor, John Mearsheimer, In The Great Delusion:
Liberal Dreams and International Reality (Yale University Press, $30),

Rev. Brian Cooper, UfP Co-ordinator

LABOUR PARTY CONFERENCE, LIVERPOOL, September 2018
Uniting for Peace (UfP) stall at the Labour Party 2018 Annual Conference
was shared as usual with Labour Action The for Peace (LAP). This year we
were joined by the Campaign Against Arms Trade (CAAT), with the focus on
the “conventional” weapons that are responsible for all the day-to-day
killing around the world. In particular, we were promoting a campaign for
the Labour Party Opposition in Parliament to set up a “Shadow Defence
Diversification Agency” to plan for alternative skilled jobs when cuts are
made to military expenditure (which of course we wish for). A Labour
government would then be well prepared to implement such a policy soon
after being returned to power. This campaign already has the support of
Fabian Hamilton, Shadow Peace and Disarmament Minister, the TUC and
several unions, but it is not yet official Labour Party policy.

The three groups all have their own specific priorities and their own
literature, but we work as a team to promote the general theme. For the
second year LAP produced a postcard with a simple quiz on peace issues,
which was a good way of starting discussions and an excellent educational
tool. CAAT had material on the scandal of arms sales to Saudi Arabia, and
the horror of their use in Yemen. UfP had a special supplement to its
Newsletter, covering some wider peace issues. All these were received well.
An excellent team, including three new volunteers, ensured that the stall
was fully staffed at all times,
FRANK JACKSON, UfP Vice-President

Green Party Conference, Bristol, October 2018
The Green Party Conference 2018 took place on 5-7 October at Bristol City
Hall. Uniting for Peace stall had an eye-catching sign put by the organisers.
The stall had CND on its left hand side and a liberal think-tank group on its
right hand side. Jonathan Fosh, a UfP supporter and partner of Lilias
Cheyne, went to a seminar on universal wage and Lilias went to the Green
Women’s meeting. And there they spread the Uniting for Peace message
and collected signatures for a petition written by Frank Jackson urging
policymakers for the need of disarmament so that the world can eliminate
huge number of weapons of all kinds, and set up a Defence Diversification
Agency. There were 1,000 attendees at the conference. The delegates were
handed newsletters and flyers which were received with enthusiasm. On
Saturday, Jonathan went on a guided walk around Bristol, lead by a Green
Party councillor.

A dance class was organised by Mayor of Bristol attended by Lilias and
Jonathan. Uniting for Peace was extended an invitation to join together
and bond in a cross party amalgamation to build a Culture of Peace which
encompasses all facets of all political belief systems. The news of the
appointment of Fabian Hamilton MP as Shadow Minister for Peace and
Disarmament was well received at the conference. Among the visitors to
the stall were some of the highly regarded members of the Green Party:
Baroness Jenny Jones, Jonathan Porritt, Natalie Bennett, Jonathan Bartley
and Sian Berry (current co-leaders of the Green Party). Caroline Lucas MP,
Keith Taylor MEP, Jean Lambert MEP. An excellent team of Lilias Cheyne and
Jonathan Fosh minded the stall.
Lilias Cheyne, UfP Committee Member
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Establishing Departments for Peace and Peace Centres Worldwide
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‘In the ministerial
appointments, we may well
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a Minister for Peace and
Disarmament.’
Jeremy Corbyn, Leader of the
Labour Party in an interview
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‘The proposal that there should be a Ministry
of Peace within Governments is not merely
admirable, but if implemented, would represent
serious indication of actual intent. I’m happy
to give my support to such a body whose
responsibility would include being a consistent
voice for non-violent means of settling disputes.’

compromised as they are by espionage, export-promotion and securitisation of aid. By opening peace / social centres / franchises, in each city, town
and village, the Peace Department can contain violence and foster a
culture of peace.
Fundamental to all this is the pressing need for institutionalised Peace- a
network of self-sustaining peace centres and social enterprises / companies, governmental peace departments and commentators that have
peace as their core mission, in the same way that arms manufacturers and
defence ministries institutionalise conflict. The book shows how the
establishment of Departments of Peace and Peace Centres worldwide will
result in saving of trillions of US dollars which governments can utilise in
jobs creation, healthcare, education and peace building.
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